
Orlando-FL Party

About Orlando

The central Florida city of Orlando is a warm, busy, and entertaining city among the top
tourist locations in the United States. Home to more than a dozen amusement parks,
Orlando offers visitors adventure, magic, and plenty of opportunities to create unique
and magical memories. With locations such as Universal Orlando, and Walt Disney
World, the variety of entertaining and family fun adventures lays around every turn in
Orlando. High flying coasters, magical themed cities, and wildlife ready for up-close and
personal interactions are all a part of what makes Orlando one of the best locations to
host entertaining and unique parties.

Science centers with interactive exhibits and 3D shows, dinosaur encounters, and a
wizarding world ensure that visitors will get their fill of fun adventure and imagination.
With everything from gator wrestling and cities entirely themed from famous Hollywood
movies, the variety found within Orlando is vast with more than enough to choose from.
Natural beauty and scenic locations such as Lake Eola Park and Harry P Leu Gardens
offer visitors a chance to escape the crowds and lines of the amusement parks and
enjoy a relaxing day lounging in a swan boat admiring the natural beauty of the gardens
and vegetation. Art museums, botanical gardens, and upscale malls make it easy to find
entertaining options outside of the crowded theme parks for those who enjoy a less
crowded form of entertainment out of the hot Florida sunshine, making Orlando a city
that has something capable of entertaining everyone.

Party Options in Orlando

No stranger to hosting a variety of parties and events, Orlando companies can help
hosts ensure they have the tools necessary to throw amazing events of all sizes for any
occasion.

● Caterer
From delicious seafood to traditional hotdogs and burgers, catering companies
throughout the city offer a variety of tasty dishes to keep party guests full and
happy.

● Decorators



Professional decorators can transform any themed party, or elegant venue into
something wonderful and memorable by providing custom decorations for any
event space.

● Equipment Rentals
Whether it’s audio, visual, or the basic necessities such as chairs, equipment
rental companies can ensure that any party is properly equipped with what it
needs to be successful.

● Transportation
Traveling in a tourist-heavy metropolitan area can be a stressful nightmare, by
providing services to transport guests to and from venues and around the city
can make everyone’s visit to the city a more pleasant experience.

Event Planning Companies in Orlando

● Runway Events
Turning that special day into something remarkable and magical, the team of
event planners and designers at Runway Events are passionate about creating
unique and remarkable events. Services such as design, planning, floral, and
more, cover the details from start to finish to ensure everything is in place and
ready for the big day. The experience and knowledge they bring to every event
have made them one of Orlando’s top-rated event planning companies for a
variety of occasions.

● aVenue Event Group
Focusing on larger functions such as corporate retreats, trade shows, and large
business trips, the professional team at aVenue Event Group has the contacts
and experience to pull off amazing events. Covering everything from the basics
to transportation and offsite team building, their full line of services gives clients
the options needed to throw amazing events. Trusted by companies such as
Redbull, Microsoft, and Panasonic, their clientele list is a testament to their
professionalism and eye for detail.

● Anna Christine Events
Having an approach and design that makes every event unique and memorable,
Anna Christine Events has a focus that ensures all the little details are executed
to perfection. A full-service planning and design company, they offer clients a full
range of services to cover everything needed for any occasion regardless of size.



Top-notch reviews and reward-winning services make the planning team at Anna
Christine Events one of Orlando’s most sought out event planning companies.

Pros and Cons of Having a Party in Orlando

Pros

● Entertainment Options
Housing over 12 amusement parks, the city offers entertainment options that
cover everything from art, animals, adrenaline seekers, and more.

● No Snow Year Round
Even the winter season in Orlando is a warm and enjoyable time of year, allowing
outdoor activities to be enjoyed year-round.

● The Scenery and Beautiful Landscape
Natural waterways, hiking trails, and open parks make the city a beautifully
landscaped location with plenty of outdoor activities and options.

Cons

● Traffic
The downtown traffic is a constant struggle, making daily commute times longer
and more frustrating for people trying to get around the city.

● Tourists Can get Frustrating
With top tourist attractions, the city can swell with a very large influx of tourists
who crowd the streets, restaurants, and roadways.

● Lots of Bugs and Critters
With its humid climate and warm weather, Orlando is a mecca for bugs and
critters of all types.

Famous Party Locations in Orlando

Choosing from the entertainment options and local attractions can be a daunting and
overwhelming task in Orlando. From the high flying coasters at Universal to the relaxing



strolls through botanical gardens, the city has more than enough to keep the entire
family entertained.

● The Wizarding World of Harry Potter
Taking a step into the magical wizarding world can be a unique and memorable
experience for the entire family. Everything from the thrill ride through Hogwarts,
to the shopping at Diagon Alley, visitors get the chance to experience what it
feels like to become a witch or wizard. With plenty of costumed staff dressed to
theme and detailed locations straight from the popular movie, visitors truly
experience the magical world of Harry Potter.

● Harry P Leu Gardens
A 15-acre historical site, the Harry P Leu Gardens houses early 19th-century
buildings and 200-year-old oak trees that visitors can admire while walking the
many pathways. A botanical garden and beautifully landscaped historical site
allow visitors a chance to admire the natural beauty and learn about the history of
the land before modern times. An easy-going and family-friendly attraction that is
both memorable and enjoyable for everyone of all ages to enjoy.

● Discovery Cove
A swimmers and water lovers paradise, Discovery Cove is a water adventure
attraction that offers visitors a chance to escape the Florida heat and enjoy time
with family and friends. Snorkeling in the coral reefs, swimming with dolphins, or
scuba diving with sharks can be new and thrilling experiences for visitors to the
Cove. With pools for kids as well as plenty of more advanced options for
seasoned swimmers, Discovery Cove is a one-of-a-kind attraction that offers new
and unique experiences everyone can enjoy.
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